Analysis of swallowing sounds using hidden Markov models.
In recent years, acoustical analysis of the swallowing mechanism has received considerable attention due to its diagnostic potentials. This paper presents a hidden Markov model (HMM) based method for the swallowing sound segmentation and classification. Swallowing sound signals of 15 healthy and 11 dysphagic subjects were studied. The signals were divided into sequences of 25 ms segments each of which were represented by seven features. The sequences of features were modeled by HMMs. Trained HMMs were used for segmentation of the swallowing sounds into three distinct phases, i.e., initial quiet period, initial discrete sounds (IDS) and bolus transit sounds (BTS). Among the seven features, accuracy of segmentation by the HMM based on multi-scale product of wavelet coefficients was higher than that of the other HMMs and the linear prediction coefficient (LPC)-based HMM showed the weakest performance. In addition, HMMs were used for classification of the swallowing sounds of healthy subjects and dysphagic patients. Classification accuracy of different HMM configurations was investigated. When we increased the number of states of the HMMs from 4 to 8, the classification error gradually decreased. In most cases, classification error for N=9 was higher than that of N=8. Among the seven features used, root mean square (RMS) and waveform fractal dimension (WFD) showed the best performance in the HMM-based classification of swallowing sounds. When the sequences of the features of IDS segment were modeled separately, the accuracy reached up to 85.5%. As a second stage classification, a screening algorithm was used which correctly classified all the subjects but one healthy subject when RMS was used as characteristic feature of the swallowing sounds and the number of states was set to N=8.